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INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this document is to discuss the role of planning as 

a tool for better allocation of resources and at the same time to analyze 

the state intervention approaches available to the Caribbean countries 

facing economic management problems. The chapters examine how the 

quality and consistency of the policies as well as their coherence in the 

use of the policy instruments affect the adjustment, stabilisation, 

recovery and, if possible, economic and social growth efforts by the 

government s. 

It is a discussion paper hoping to contribute to the dialogue and 

exchange of ideas among planners and decision makers. 





TOWARDS ft NEW PLANNING APPROACH 

IN THE SMALL CARRIBBEAN COUNTRIES 

I . The Concept o-f- Micro-States or Island Economies 

1. The English, Spanish, French and Dutch—speaking Caribbean subregion 

is made up of a number of countries which for geographical, economic and 

social re a s o ns fall i n t o t he c at egary of "m icro-st ates" or "is1 and 

economies". This new category has; in recent years been the object of 

consider ab 1 e at t en t .i on f r om resear c h er s an cl i n st i t u t ions b ec au se of t h e 

particular challenges posed to the theory and practice of economic and 

social d e v e 1 o p m e n t. 

2. At the end of 1984 the 20 member countries of the Caribbean 

development and cooperation Committee (CDCC) had a population of about 

29 million. That is, a total population comparable to that of countries 

such as Colombia or Argentina. But if Cuba. Haiti and the Dominican 

Republic are excluded, the population falls to approximately six and a 

half million. The total area is 626,787 sq. km., the Gross National 

Product reached US440,301 million in 19S4 and the labour force in the 

same year was 3,511,000 people. 

3. The concept of a "small" country is not easy to define. It is 

relative and cannot easily be measured with a single variable. However, 

population size has been taken as reference point for the establishment 

of the various existing classifications. Thus, Philippe Hsin found in a 

recent publication that the various definitions of "small" may be 

s ubd i v i de d i nt o thr ee graup s; 



(a) the first group of countries, with a "high" cut-off point, 

would consist of all those with a population of between 5 and 15 million, 

(b) countries whose cut-off point would be around 1 million 

i n h a b .i t a n t s , a n d 

(c) the "low" cut.--of f (joint group would consist of al l those wi th 

popul at.i. oris under 500, 000 „ J. / 

4. Similarly, at a recent meeting the non-alioned group of countries 

found that. the principal factors in the definition of "small island" 

w 1 11 d b e: ' 

(a) a population typically below 400,000 people and rarely in 

excess of 1 mi 11i on; 

(b) a total area of less than 400 sq. km. 2/ 

5 - T h e coin c i d e n c: e i n a s i n g 1 e c o u n t r y o f s m a 11 a r e a a n d 1 i. m i t e d 

population size is not a factor which per se determines a special 

condition of underdevelopment. . However, in the case of Caribbean 

countries these factors are accompanied by others such as scarcity of 

natural resources, lack of . jrul ti vabl e land and deficiencies of basic 

infrastructure„ In addition, insularity imposes further burdens which 

aggravate the aforementioned conditions and therefore make development 

problems more difficult to resolve. 

¿>. It is worth pointing out that the "special case" conditions also 

impnnge on the f unct. i on i ng of the market, .in special ways., Thus the 

c an c ep t s o f i. n d i v i s i b i 1 i t. i e s, c omp I einen t ar i t. :i. es, exter n a I i t i e s an d 

economies of scale have different connotat. i ons in the case of small 



island countries -from those they usually possess in the case of larger 

CDuntries. 

7. With regard to the above, the journal World Development published 

in 19S0 a special issue devoted to the analysis of "island states" from 

which we think it is useful to extract certain results. Edward Doinmeri, 

on comparing 19 economic, social, demographic and political 
i 

characteristics of 26 island countries with the same number of 

continental countries, came to the following conclusion: "The study 

supports the view that Island Countries are different and indeed that 

they are particularly fortunate places, where life is longer and nature 

is bounteous though the menu may be short. Politics are friendlier. 

Hurricanes are more dangerous than social unrest- The question is, why-

do so many people emigrate?" 3/ 

8. Deena R. Khatkhate and Brock K. Short, in their analysis of the 

monetary and central Bank Problems Of "Mini-States", apply a criterion 

other than that of population and geographic area. Instead, they derive 

an ecDnoffii c criterion" frfem the ratio between the amount of total 

production destined for the internal market and the amount destined for 

the external market. This criterion would to a certain extent determine 

the degree of control exercised by the mini-state over the principal 

macro-economic parameters (inflation, employment, production). According 

to this criterion, the characteristics of a mini-state show that the 

goods produced are channelled into the external market, while those sold 

internally tend to be imported. It is certainly services that are both 

produced and consumed :i nternal .1 y. 4/ As an example, in 1983 the total 

value of exports as a percentage of Gross National Product was 72 per 
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cent for Antigua and Barbuda, 70 percent -for Barbados, 64 percent for 

St. Kitts and Nevis, 40 percent for Dominica and 61 percent for Saint. 

Lucia. For all of the OECS the total value of imports as a percentage of 

gross national product was 86 percent in 1983 (see Table 7). 

On the other hand, in countries such as Chile, Argentina and the 

United States the first relationships between exports and gross national 

product were scarcely 27 percent, 10 percent and 13 percent respectively 

for the same year. The authors conclude from their analysis that 

according to the economic criterion a mini—state would be one which 

because of a high level of dependency on external trade has no control 

over its main economic objectives. That is to say, its in a n g emen t 

autonomy is limited. 

9. In another interesting study Percy Selwyn analyses the relationship 

between "smalness" and "isiandness", with a view to determining whether 

the category of smal island, in comparison with that of small country, 

affords any analytic, predictive and normative advantages. Apparently, 

the concept of insularity does not by itself permit better analyses, 

better predictions or better conditions for the design of economic or 

social policy.5/ Thus Selwyn concludes that whereas the category of small 

island is a useful concept for the work of ecologists and naturalists, 

there are not sufficient grounds for making the same claim with regard to 

economic theory. 

10. From another point of view, Paul Streeten suggests setting aside 

discussions ¿About large or small and applying greater effort to the 

design of imaginative policies to make better use of existing 

possibilities. This apporoach might in the long run produce a better 

understandi ng of the problems of island countries. 6/ 
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II. The Idealism of a Special Theory 

11- It is undeniable that the countries of the Caribbean display 

particular economic characteristics and factors which have to some degree 

suggested the need for a special chapter in the theory of economic 

development. In principle this could have a certain validity. But 

certain clarifications are necessary. In the first place, there is only 

one general economic theory whose reasoning and logic is independent of 

the sine and degree of development of a country. Its rules and principles 

are such as to permit abstract generalization, deduction, induction, 

prediction or analysis of the result of a given decision on employment 

levels, growth, price levels or income distribution. In the second 

place, taking this knowledge as a starting point, policy design and the 

use of particular instruments will depend on the specific circumstances 

of each country. Thus in certain conditions the theory allows us to 

predict the result of a given event and in the best case to analyse the 

behaviour of and interrelationships between the different agents in the 

economy, but what cannot be justified is the propounding of a special 

theory for each separate case. 

12. It is obvious that every country presents specific problems, and 

even more obvious that when the'analysis is transferred from one country 

to another, each factor cannot be treated as a homogeneous resource. 

Therefore in the final analysis intuition, imagination and a correct 

appreciation of existing reality will determine the difference between a 

good and a bad policy. 



13. In studies an Caribbean development there is often a marked 

emphasis on the need for a special approach in the light of the apparent 

scarcity of natural resources. This constraint is undeniably real, 

especially in comparison with the resources possessed by countries such 

a{= Af-qc-ntina, Br az i J. , Mexico or Costa Rica. It must nevertheless be 

pointed out that the concept of scarcity, like that of plenty, is 

re'l at i ve. 

1A. Given certain objectives and certain tools for achieving them, the 

design of an economic policy may in the -final analysis have greater 

effect than available? resources on the achi evernent of goal s. That is to 

say, resources may be plentiful or scarce depending on the quality of 

policies, tt-.f̂  r on sj. 51 en c y between objectives and methods or the 

consistency between methods. In the long run, these factors may have a 

greater impact than the relative scarcity of a given factor. Recent 

Latin American experience shows; instances of economic bonanza with 

negative results in terms of well-being and growth. Cases in point are 

Colombia and Costa Rica at the time of high coffee prices following the 

frost in Brasil;; Trinidad and Tobago during the oil price boom or Chile 

with >. t» abundance of financial resources during the period of high 

i. nternati onal liquidity. A separate case would be that of Argentina with 

the enormous potential of its primary sector» 

15. Many similar cases could be cited to show that shortage of 

resources is not always the chief barrier to the achi everoent of the 

hi gher levels of development as in Singapore or Hong Kong for example. 

It is usually inconsistency and lack of continuity in policy, wrong 

choice or combination of methods» which are the main obstacles to the 

efficient mobilization and use of the scarce resources available. 



16. In the case of the Caribbean micro-states this idea assumes 

enormous importance in view of- the smaller number of options and the 

smaller degree of autonomy. In spite of these disadvantages, 

ci rcumstances may we'll be propitious for assigning greater attention to 

discussions on policy design rather than focusing analysis on barriers to 

development caused by small size or insularity. 

17. If the specific problems of well-being and growth posed by 

Caribbean countries are to be resolved then a different approach is 

needed. This does not imply disregard of the general principles which 

govern the behaviour of markets arid the price system. On the contrary, 

it poses an additional challenge both in the field of theory and in the 

application of these principles. The following pages therefore attempt 

to suggest some ideas concerning the contribution planning may make in 

priority areas of economic: and social development of the Car i bbean. 

III. fiddi ti onal Consideration for the Exercise of PIanni nq 

i£L_.t h EL J-. 

10. -Given the specific sac i o-economi c character!sti cs of the Caribbean 

countries, the process of adjustment, recovery, stabi 1 .i sat.i on and, if 

possible, growth and redistribution requires a different approach from 

the theory and practice of planning. The arguments for that new approach 

have been analysed in different meetings and papers, but for 

clarification purposes the following should be stressed. 

(a) The greater economic vulnerability of the Caribbean countries 

means that instead of planning primarily for the .internal market 

adjustments have to be made to the economic situation as a result of 
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external -forces with little or no domestic: control . This is reflected in 

the price of- the region's major exports which have a low income 

elasticity or are too sensitive to recession like the tourism industry. 

Thus, the economic structure of the Car .i bbean countries is based on a few 

basic commodities with consequent dependence on unstable world prices and 

d e m a n d c o n d i t i on s - T h a t s i t u a t i o n p 1 a c e s a t r e m e n d o u s c h a 11 e n g e o n t h e 

traditional concept of planning in terms of anticipation, quick reaction 

to .i international changes and fast response against short—term shocks in 

international payments and receipts. To understand this characteristic, 

:i t is sufficient to mention that the price fall in one of the principal 

commodity exports affects the whole economy in such a way that can ruin 

p r o d u c: t. i v e a c t i v i t y. 

(b) Cari bbean countries still do not have strong and well organized 

central planning offices to carry out the short-term economic 

stabilization policies, the medium-term structural adjustment measures 

and the long-term structural transformation. Most of the current 

planning activities are designed and executed at the sectoral level.. 

However, the coordination role" of the central office is far from being an' 

effective practice; 

<c) The above two limitations are further hampered by serious data 

limitations in scope, quality and time, all of which preclude meaningful 

precise analysis for planning purposes. This data is crucial for 

•i identifying and forecasting the state and trend of the international 

s-'-.onomy so as to design an economic policy which is consistent with that 

•stage of the cycle. '7/ 

id) The economic policies intend principally to overcome internal 

• ,:i sequi 1 :i. br i a < i nt 1 at i on/recessi on ) and those designed to overcome 



external di sequi 1 i br i.a (persistent deficit in the balance of payments) 

depend on exogenous factors that make the establishment of stabilization 

measures difficult. Under these circumstances the scope for the 

manipulation of the traditional fiscal and monetary instruments is 

narrower and more limited than in some other developing countries.. For 

instance, in the typical case of overvalued exchange rates, the result 

has been a decline in some exports and hence a rapid deterioration of the 

current account. 

However, a simple devaluation is not the ideal solution due to the 

inelasticities, quotas and trade instructions of the export products. 

These limitations need also to be analysed within the context ofd 

economies with few degrees of diversification and high import component 

in their productive structure. 

With respect to the capital market, the lack of real credit in 

local currency manifests itself either in credit rationing or in higher 

interest rates resulting in a major imbalance when public external 

indebtedness can no longer be obtained to offset this situation. Again, 

the usual practice of liberalization and the deregulation of the domestic 

financial system does not seem to be the right solution. 

In the case of the price policy, given the high level of basic 

foods imported and the low contribution of the manufacturing industry to 

total output, the trends in the cost of living depend in great 

proportions on the ups and downs of price commodities in the 

international market. Thus, imposing additional difficulties to exercise 

control over the inflation and stabilization measures. 
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With regard to the monetary policy, the money stock and, in 

particular, the monetary base, cannot be effectively controlled by the 

Centrf.il Bank for achieving internal stability because it is an exogenous 

variable that depends primarily on external forces (tourism, exports). 

This applies more directly to the seven east. Caribbean states. Q/_ 

(e> Host islands rely heavily on external inflows to finance their 

capital investments. The shortage of local capital is the result of 

small public, private and foreign savings that arise from the following 

situations: (i) small states trying to provide goods and services at high 

per capita costs and with limited tax bases. In the end, the fiscal 

revenues fail to cover current expenditures and thus make no contribution 

to the finance of capital expenditures. 9/ 

<ii) Due to underuti1ization of capacity and low rates of return 

private savings do not contribute enough to total savings. Also despite 

the high levels of income per capita, the propensity to save of those 

groups having the potential is very 1ow. 

iiii) Foreign savings depends basically on concessional flows and 

investment from abroad in very-.limited amounts, as well as the access to 
j 

private sources of finance. Several basic factors cause this situation: 

Counterpart financing shortage and ongoing operating, maintenance and 

management problems. From the planning point of view the savings 

constraint makes the design and implementation of the public .investment 

program more difficult. This lack of internal budgetary support has been 

traditionally replaced by the form of cash grants of aid in response to 

the impossii1ity of financing public expenditures through national 

revenues;. Therefore, this particular situation has to be taken into 

consideration by any new attempt to introduce planning in the Caribbean. 
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f) Adequate planning is fund anient al to proper ecbnomic management „ 

However, the improvements to development through technical assistance 

face a serious constraint in terms of lack of counterpart personnel. 

This lack of human resources represent, a significant capacity limitation 

to th-3 multiple institutions and donor agencies that have already 

established programmes and offices in the Caribbean. Paradoxically, 

there is a large amount of technical assistance in the field of training, 

advisory services, seminars, workshops and conferences, but most of these 

do not result in action or implementation because of the lack of 

counterpart personnel. A better coordination and a more realistic 

appraisal of recipient capabilities is urgently needed. In light of the 

above points, a real i sr. i c approach would seem to suggest increasing and 

improving the manpower capabilities of the existing Planning Units so 

chat maximum advantage can be taken of the technical assistance offered,. 

In cases where Planning Units do not. now exist, it seems necessary to 

organise such units to facilitate the development process under 

In addition, given the size and other 1 imitations, including 

scarcity of manpower resources, the ideal solution seems to be the 

centralised coordination of planning activities and planning inforraation„ 

In such a case, the Central Planning Unit with adequate control would be 

able to make substantive inputs to planning at the sectoral level and in 

s o doi ng avoi d dupIi cati an and d i sp er sion, 
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IV. Planning Opportunities during the Process of 

Ad j ust.ment and React i vat 1 on 

9. There have been a number of Economic arid Social studies of Latin 

i rnerica and the Caribbean and the recessive and regressive 

'.har act eristics 'are we'll known. ¿0/ The negative impact of both the debt, 

i-nd debt service ratios in almost all countries is also known. it. is not 

: n our interest, to extend the analysis. On the contrary, it. would be 

"jre helpful and necessary to identify some elements that would allow the 

countries to overcome the crises and, in particular, to identify possible 

contributions of planning to the improvement of economic management, in 

• he overall role of public sector. 

20, In Latin America there are several examples of failures and 
; .¡.stakes that arose from the allocation of resources by using market force!-:-; 

exclusively. Such failures were caused inter alia by market 

r'niperfections, the meagre distribution of income, and the absence of 

opportunities for a fragmented and heterogeneous market. Basically some 

::••{'• the mistakes were due to the generalized assumpt i oris about the 

s :>~cal 1 ed "rationality" of the various agents in the economy. 

- 1 - If the above situation was far removed from the objectives 

f; stab I i shed , it is also trues that the generalized interventionist! has 

«corded its own mistakes and failures, Under the risk of repetition the 

i-xcess of controls and regulations; the lack of coherence among the 

different policies; the- lack of incentives linked to performance and 

Management rather than bureaucratic styles also 1ead to the same 

<: i t uation. 



22. Par ad tax i cal .1 y * the experiment's of 1 ibera.1 ization ultimately I ed to 

instances of greater intervention and the generalised intervention 

without coordination led also towards instances of di sequi .1 i br i um and 

institutional disorder. ' 

23. Between these extremes the exercise of planning as a process of 

decision-making, has been exempted neither from vicissitude nor failures« 

In the first place, the "blueprint" approach under the assumptions of an 

absolute state autonomy has been characterised by its ambitious normative 

conception where the inventory of objectives is greater than the limited 

resources and over the existing economic, political and institutional 

restrictions. Under these conditions the level of execution almost 

always shows a lag with respect. to the programmed targets because of 

Insufficient financial support, lack of political commitment or simply 

lack of admi ni strati ve continuity. In the second place, the planning 

techniques do not show improving links between management, budgeting and 

evaluation. These tasks are crucial especially during recession 

24. Thus, the recession took the process of planning by surprize and 

without appropriate institutional strength. The planning mechah i sin seems 

unable to provide the answers or the tools needed for an equitable 

adjustment and therefore cannot promote recovery and foster growth. 

25. In these circumstances what are then the most important. topics 

about the role of state? Bearing this question in mind somb specific 

topics will be discussed in the following pages. Before starting though, 

perhaps it would be convenient to restate some ideass 

Undoubtedly, the presence of the stat? has never been requi red 

b a f o re as d u r i n g these t i m e s.. 11 s inte r vent i on s is f u n d a a t e n t a I f o r 
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overcoming the crisis and alleviating the regressive aspects o-f the 

process o-f adjustment, as well as -for improving the social conditions of 

the mass of the population. 

26. Sti^rting -from the above premises does not mean to call for a larger 

state involvement, in economic activity. It does not mean to repeat past. 

mistakes. The scarcity of resources and the worsening of.the old 

problems i unempl oy merit., fiscal deficit, trade deficit) present and ideal 

opportunity for state action to initiate appropriate reforms and 

necessary changes. The crisis can contribute to a. faster modernization 

in terms of a better definition of state functions, coordinated 

concentration of efforts in critical areas and the establishment, of a 
i 

cli ff erent framework for efficiency. 

A. Market Intervention 

27. For many reasons planning has been always attempted to intervene in 

all the markets and in all the activities of the economic agents. This 

is ineffective because it. fails to initiate practical selectivity to 

di stiricjui sh the priority tasks' in the short, medium and long term. For 

example the initial action should be directed towards the correction of 

external and internal imbalances; to favor in a selective way the 1ow 

income earners, particularly those in extreme poverty; to provide the 

fulfilment of basic needs; to facilitate people's access to basic, 

services and to offer those public goods needed for promoting growth and 

we! fare . 

23. Secondly, policy instruments should be used to intervene with 

clarity and precision. In most, of the cases significant reforms fail due 



to the lack of appropriate instruments for implementation. Urban reform1? 

without methods for controlling land use or to gain the appreciate or 

generated by the new investments? rural reforms without appropriate 

methods of expropri atjon, acquisition of land or promoti on of lane 

cultivation; La;; reforms without specific methods for di st i nqui sh:i nc 

between productive or unproductive work or between consumption anc 

investment; fiscal reforms without comprehensive instruments for 

improving income distribution among target groups or without adequate 

mechanisms for control1ling public expenditures; monetary or financial 

reforms without instruments of articulation in harmony with other 

policies: trade reforms without clear distinction of the goods and 

services classified for import substitution or export promotion. 

29. In principle, the state intervenes in order to promote development 

and it is said that each objective there should be one specific 

instrument (Tinbergen's principle). This optimum situation faces some 

practical difficulties. On the one hand, the objectives in a dynamic 

situation are not independent and on the other the great permeability •.:• -

the real and monetary markets makes difficult, the use of one instrument 

vis-a-vis the policy. The crucial message for policy-making lies in the 

well known "principle of effective classification of markets"11/ 

This is to intervene with those policies (policy—mix) which can be more 

effective but always trying to manipulate the instruments in suet» a way 

as to create the minimum disturbance to other objectives so avoiding the 

aggravation of existing equi1ibriurns. 

According to Bustav Rami s, the simple economic efficiency in the 

use of policy instruments .is not enough. What is relevant is the 

:i n dependence and autonomy for using those i r.struments. 12/ Due to 



political, institutional, social and legal reasons most of the 

instruments show rigidities or .inflexibilities with the result that 

policies do not react in the direction anticipated or with the speed 

required.. 

30. In connection with the above, it is also important to anticipate the 

possible relationships that, arise from the simultaneous use of 

instruments. Often new policies are counter productive because they 

result in a different impact from that ant i c: i pa ted „ This is why it. is 

important to identify in advance the objectives and to specify with 

clarity the instrument used during its implementation. 

B. Global Congruence: The Appropriate Compatibility 

between Needs and Resources 

31. In general terms the objective of planning is the optimum allocation 

of resources, but in practical terms, planning is concerned with the 

compatibility between resources and possibilities. In other words, the 

real contribution to the d eve .1 o p m e n t a I process relies on the correct 

evaluation of resources in order to determine what it i s possible to do 

within certain limitations. Unfortunately, planning has been understood 

as a useful exercise for the evaluation of needs to determine what is 

desirable to do. Thus, if there is not a clear distinction between the 

above two concepts the idea that, all the objectives are possible or that 

there is an infinite number of degrees of freedom from which to choose 

the desired targets may be assumed erroneously. 

-?'<;« Ihe above? distinction could be ill ustrated by saying that. finally 

the task of planning consists in establishing priorities according to the? 



principle of scarcity and there-fore, it involves the idea of sacrifice or 

postponment of certain goals because it is impossible to obtain all. of 

them simultaneously and completely. Once the priorities of the 

objectives have been defined in relation to the available resources and 

critical problems, the next step has to deal with the internal 

consistency of those objectives to avoid contradictions. In the light of 

the above clarification, it is appropriate to mention the foilowing 

p o i n t s : 
/ 

<a> Economic and Social Development plans tend to overlook the 

p r i nciple o f s carc i t y a n d in doing so t he need of f i x in g p r i. o r i. t i e s 

wi thi n. a mi ni mum I eveI of internal consi st enc:y , bec.ause they t end to 

include all the goals and interests of a wide range of interest group. 

(b) Following the establishment of priorities, the plan itself 

should be considered as a valuable opportunity to state the social or 

economic problems as a balance between objectives, restrictions and 

means instead of writing extensively global or sectoral diagnoses* With 

this evaluation available it is easier for the policy makers to become 

aware of the difficulties and constraints far the fulfilment of several 

objectives at the same time. 

<c> Since at the beginning the plan should indicate that, any policy 

option with employment intensive, foreign currency intensive, internal 

indebtedness intensive character!stics, requires a well weighted ranking 

of sacrifices and an equitable postponement of expectations. This 

message is a direct responsibility of the state and at least from the 

technical point of view shoi.il d be realistic. 
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1• The Relationship between the Diagnosis and the Strategy 

33- Very frequently a diagnosis of socio-economic plans presents an 

analysis of the economic system which includes a description of the 

interrelationships among variables (flows) of a different nature with an 

explanation o-f- the causes of the problems. In this way, the starting 

point is a supposed knowledge of the system where the problems would be 

structural by nature; and their roots perfectly identified. In spite of 

this worthy effort, the proposed strategy is a basically "supply oriented 

approach". This occurs because the plan sets up a structural problem, 

but its strategy acts as a theoretical background to preserve or protect, 

the system, to smooth the roughness and to generate an adequate supply of 

goods and services in a style compatible with the expectations of the 

populat i on. 

34. In that way, the strategy does not correspond to the diagnosis. 

Simply it attempts to adapt its performance but not its structure; it 

seeks to correct the speed but not its course. In short, the strategy 

tries to achieve a more dyhamic system by supplying the indispensible 

needs but without the idea of change or transformation. 

35. Herein lies the idea of incompatibility between the diagnosis and 

the plan of action. Unfortunately, the development plan accentuates that 

incompatibility and wraps it in a coherent rhetoric. Under this approach. 

!.hs dynamics of the system described in the diagnosis has not taken into 

account the presence, reactions and interests of the economic: agents at 

the interna] or external levels. Thus, the role of the state is 

conceived as a simple suplier of goods and services in order to keep the 

existing system in operation. This apoproach is accompanied by a set o-f 
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general guidelines where the decisions of the ecanomi c. agents are 

supposed not only to be rational but also to act in the direction stated i 
irv the plan. 

36, As an alternative, Carlos Matus has proposed the establi shment of a 

"strategical approach" which basically aims to close the gap between the 

polit.it.ians and the technicians and between theoretical diagnosis and i 
reality. 13/ His proposal also tries to reduce the discrepancies between 

thp pi anner with his "analytical globality" and the current man with his 

"operative globality." For the -former, the i nterrel ati onshi ps among 

•factors (flows) occur in such a way that everything influences ever yt hi ncj 

and therefore the gigantic scope of the plans. For the latter, 

everything • has its own solution, but wi thout recognising the need for 

integrating the parts with the whole. 

37, Within the same character!sties the sectoral diagnosis end by 

containing a summary of compartments which are isolated from the global 

strategy» Even though each sector has its own specific problems and 

bottlenecks, this is not a valid excuse for greater dispersion or lack of 

congruency with what has been stated for the economy as a whole. 

33. Filially, from the methodological point of view it is also important 

to mention some other points. The diagnosis and the strategy cannot, be an 

abstract conceptual i at. i on, but on the contrary, the practical expression 

of a political commi.tment about what to do with whom and for whom. 

Relationship between Objectives and Policies.-, Economic Hanaoeiiient 

39. The set of objectives stated in the plan confirm what is called the 

"Objective Image". From the diagnosis the plan outlines a new scenario 



that in its description pretends to be in a superior state. In order to 

achieve that, the objectives have to be accompanied by an appropriate 

number of policies with a clear distinction between those oriented 

towards the predicted efect of the short run adjustment from those trying 

to foster economic development in the long run- "It. is i mpor tant that 

this framework policy be flexible enough to permit, the economy to adjust 

to external disturbances, that it. provide adequate incentives for longer 

term growth, and that it permit the attainment of the objectives of 

equity and social advance.14/ 

40. In order to establish a sound macroeconomic policy within which 

economic agents can function efficiently, the World Bank underlines the 

f o11owi ng tasks: 

(a) Policy flexibility to permit. adjustment to changing 

ci rcumstancees, 

(b) Stabilisation efforts that, also permit price adjustments that 

i ncrease ef f i ci ency. 

(c) Managing the system of incentives rather than formulating 

comprehensive long—term targets for investment, production and 

consump t i on. 

(d> Improving the capacity of public' sector entities to formulate 

sound investment programs, with particular emphasis on appraising major-

public sector projects. 

(e> Consulting and coordinating both within governments and with the 

public:., 

(f) Concentrating on a few selected policy issue?;; and programs in 

ace of elaborate blueprints. , 



(g> Improving the provision of information to keep better track of 

the key economic developments. 

Several of those objectives seem to be the fundamental basis 

towards the establishment of a sound macroeconomi c policy,. For each one 

of them the literature is abundant and the experience of the last decade? 

has left the countries with important lessons., To insist on the 

theoretical aspects is not the principal aim of these pages. But on the 1 
contrary, what is needed is to learn from the experience and to avoid in 

the future the same mistakes. 

C- Macroeconomic Adjustment 

41. In t or ins of adjustment policies the developing countries in 

particular the small island developing countries cannot assume that the 

basic foundations of the economic theory are inadequate for understanding 

some particular problems and thus what is necessary i s to f ornvul ate a 

different theory. This costly and useless exercise could be restated by 

saying that given the fact "that there is not a unique path of adjustment 

the appropriate pal icy-mix should contain some key elements* First,, a 

coherent manipulation of policy instruments in such a way that the 

internal and external disequilibrium could not be aggravated one at the 

Bxpense of the other. The lessons from other countries confronting 

a'.l just ment problems show that policy inconsi stencies were the main reason 

for the failure of the reforms. For instance, the prolonged appreci ati on 

of the real exchange rate accompanied by a rapid tariff reduction 

programme or an anti-inf1 ationary monetary policy followed by a full wage 

i ndexati an system. Perhaps the most common ambiguities come ffr*om the 
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attempts to control inflation, reduce -fiscal deficit and promote trade by 

manipulating the rate1- o-f money growth, the tax system, the rate of 

exchange and the .interest rate. Without having a clear idea of th 

scenario it is possible to find that the expected objectives of the 

policies are not achieved but on the contrary, that new problems arise in 

terms of unemployment, capital outflow, capacity sub-utilization or 

insufficient working capital. Second, flexibility is perhaps one of 

the most .important characteristics for a successful adjustment, policy. 

Taking .into consideration the high vulnerability to external forces, the 

Caribbean economies have to react quicker than some other countries in 

order to adopt the appropri ate corrective measures. Third, a high level 

of pragmatism which means to promote a practical oriented approach within 

a clear definition of the most important problems and realistically to 

set out some targets towards solving the most pressing needs of the 

population in extreme poverty. 

42. With respect to stabi1isation, the main effort involves the 

reduction of price distortions for achieving greater efficienty. This 

task includes the use of "a great variety of instruments for the 

establishment of equilibrium in both the internal and external sectors,, 

The following list of policy instruments gives an idea of how i mportant. 

and difficult it is to fix the right prices of goods and servlce? to 

reflect their scarcity. 

i 



A. Trade Policy 

Instrument 

A - Import Recti me a / 

I Tar.t f-fs and Duties Increase -fiscal resources 

- Correct balance of payment dis-

equiIi br i a 

••- pr o t ee t 1 oc a i in d u s t r y 

- Promote greater efficiency 

- Augment value added 

^. Administrative Controls and Regulations 

(a) Import permit or licence 

(b) Invoices, b i11 o f 1 ad i ng 

(c ) C a r t i f i <:: a t e s \ o r i g e n , v a 1 u e 

qu.al j. ty, wei ght, i nsurance) 

(d > F :l n e s , p en a 11 i e s, sh i p men t 

restr i ct i ons, techni cal 

s p e c i -f i c a t i o n s 

(e> Quantitative restrictions 

and anti-dumping measures 

^• Fxport Reg1 me 

3,. Direct Tarif-i Incentives 

(a) Tax exemptions, tax reduc--

t :i ons 

4. Direct Credit Incentives 

ia) Pre/post-shipping credit 

• G1 oba 1 an d Sp ec i f i c Sub si d i es 

-- Cori t r o 1 i mpor t s 

- ControI goods shipped 

- Regulate imports 

••- S up er vi se im p o r t s 

Protect local producers 

"• Encourage export production 

--• Foster e x p o r t e r s 

•-• Promote foreign trade 



Instrument Eyoiijzsiif-. 

6. C e r t i f i c a t e s 

(a) Bi 1 a t er a I / mu .11 i .1 a t er a 1 
/ 

<b) Tax refund cert i f j. cates 

7» Indi rent Incentives 

(a) Draw-back 

8. Free Zones 

• l"1u 11 i I a t er a 1 Aq r eemen t s 

(a) Bi1ateral/multiIateral 

(b> Integration schemes 

1 & - Ei; c I"! a n q e R a t e & 

E n c o u r a g e t r a c! e 

Spur exports 

Sti mulate product-ion of traded goods 

Facilitate acquisition of goods 

and services 

E n c o u r a g e t r a d e 

Expand transact i oris 

Reorientate production 

from non-traded to traded goods 

Restrai n i mpor t demand 

Regul ate f orei gn exc:.hange 

Re-establish export competitiveness 

1 i • Aqencl es., I net 1 tut i ons , Chamber s 

Associ ations Promote foreign trade 



B- Fi seal 

I n st rumeni: s 

3 « Inome tax. Sales tax 

Value Added Taxes, 

Property Taxes, Land Taxes 

Bu:i 1 d:i ng Ta;: es 

Taxes on Selected Services 

( T o u r i. s m, • s p e c t a c 1 e s , etc.) 

Taxes on International Trade 

( CIF F G Ei, A d—v a I or e m ) 

1. Law of State Purchases ~T 

Norms and Regulations 

Guidelines to state-owned' 

Enterpri ses 

Exemptions. Deductions. 

and Tax Po.l icy 

Purpose 

Recuperate income? tax elasticity 

S t r e n g t. h e n f i s cal b u d g e t 

Cor r e c t i n e q u a1i t i es 

Rat i onal i 2. e ex penses 

Reduce f i seal def i c i t. 

Enlarge tax scope 

I n c i" e a s e f i s c a .1. r e v e n u e 

Augument pubiic revenus 

Reduce trade deficit 

Con t r o I c on su. mp t. i on 

Promote? import substitution 

Improve i ncome redi stri but i on 

Favour 1 oca! production 

Promote i ndustri ali zati on 

Control public expendi tures 

C o n t r o I p e r f o r m a n c e 

Rebates Compensate tax payers 



c . 

inst.r urne ni: 

ì » R a t e _ o f Interest 

Redi scount Fac:i I. i ty 

Reserve/Deposit Rati o 

Currency/Keposi t Rati o 

Mar ni ri a I Reser ve 

Monetary Poi 1cy 

Purpose 

... p r 0 m 0 •{•• e private s a v i n g s 

- Control exit of capital 

- Incentive investment 

••-• Adjust capital 'market to 

ex ternal condì tions 

- Reduce inflationary pressures 

Mod i f y relative p r i c e s o f 

f a e: t o r s o f p r o d ti c t i o n ( 1 a b o u r 
» 

and capital) 

— R e a c t i v a t e s p e c i f i ¡:: s e c t o r s of 

product i on 

- 0 r i e n tate i n vest /ri e n t t o w a r d s 

some ac t. i v :i. t i e s 

— Control means of payment 

•-•• Expand credit 

— Modify monetary liquidity 

-• Control money in private sector 

Regulate monetary demand 

— Expand or red ¡..ice money supply 



Insirusent 

Reduce Interest rate 

Fi nance pubIic sect or 

Open Harket Operat i ons Finance public: e : p e n s e 

Contrai me an s of pay nient 

C ont roi monev* de m And 

I nctex at i on I n t r o duce ¡n o n e t. a r y c o r r e c: t :i. o n o n 

goods and services according to 

rate o f i n f 1 a t i o n ( h o u s i. ng , 

s a 1 a r i e b , b o n d s , e ; ; <:: h a n g e r a t e ) 

to reflect real value 

3.. Foreign Exchange Reserve Cover 

9 S t a t u t o r y limits on Central 

Bank Credit to Central fioverri-

lijerit 

.1 0. li or al S u a s i on 

— Preser ve stab i. I i t y 

— Administrate available -funds 

Warn or persuade economic egencs 
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D. Price and Wage Policy 

1 nstr u merit Purpose 

1 • Pi" i c e Requ 1 at i on s of Pub lie Ser v i c es 

(Tariffs) 

Pricing for ef f :i c i encv 

Ac:h i eve se I. f •-•• f i nan¡:: i ng 

Reduce f i scal def i ci t 

Control demand* 

Promo te sei f -f :i narici ng 

Minimum and Maximum Price 

(a) Price controls — Protect consumer 

<b) Guidelines (productivity, .inflation) — Stimulate production 

(c) Mark-up — Control cost of living 

Ili ni mum Wage Protect workers 

I m p r ove i n c o m e d i s 1r i b u -

t i on 

4.. Specific and Global Subsi di es 

orì Goads and Services 

Favour low .income groups 

C o m p e n s a t o h i g h c o s t. o f 

1i vi ng 

Increase supply 

Stimulate local product.i.on 

Compete with imported 

gaod s an d ser v i cree 



trument Purpose 

Facilitate access of 

basic needs to target 

groups of the population 

Lndexati on of Basi c Parameters 

(Wages, interest rate, price of 

public services, exchange rate) 

Control demand pull i nf 1 a~-

t i on 

Reduce cost-push i nf .1 at i on 

Ad just pr i c: e i n c r e ase 

ex pec t at i on s 

M a i n t a .i n c o m p e t i t i v e n e s s 

of the economy 
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ïmpl oyment and I nc.onie:- Pi str :i. but :i. on Pol ;i. cv 

Iiìstrument Pi.irposc 

1. Pub1i c I n vestment Proqr ammes 

( H o u a i n g , r o a d s , e t c. ) 

R e d u c e u n e m p 1 o y m e n t 

Expand productive capacity 

Generate greater value 

added 

S u b s i d i e s t o L a b o u r P r o m o t e l a b o la r Iï i r i n g 

C h a n g e r e 1 a t i v e p r i c e s o f 

f a c t o r s o f p r o d i..', c t i o n • 

In-formati on on Market Conditions Foste r 1 ab ou r ni o b i 1 i t. • 

Soci al Security Taxes Fina n c e social, servii, c e s 

T ax tìystem 1 n c i" ease t a x p r o g r e s s i v e 

Control of Assetjs a.Lid_J5.Sili_tal_ 

< P h y s i c a .1 , h u m a n , -fi n a n c i n g ) 

t o f i r i a n c e so c: :i. a I 

expenditures. 

Redi s t r i b u t e i n c o ni e 

Faci 1itate access to 

g r o u p s i n e x t r e m e p overt1 

?" Supply of Basic Needs R e d uce i n c o m e i ri e q l t a 1 :i. t y 

I n c rea s e w e 1 f a r1 e 
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Instrument 

8. Formai and I n f o r ni a 1 T r a i n i n q 

9 » Soci al _an d Economie Re-forms 

ilsws) 

Puraose 

Faci 1i tate access to 

1 a b o u r ni a r k e t 

Reduce i nequali ti es 

Promote doveiopmeret 

and i ncome di stribut ion 

F.. Financina Policv 

In str uiiien t. Purpose 

rinancina Reform < 1 aw) R e g u 1 a t. e , o rd e r , c o n t. r o ] 

stabili se, financing 

i ntermed i ai- i es.. 

fint i c i |.i al: e Refund by Central Bank 

o-F Exports 

Ma;; i inurn quota of Exchange Reserve 

Far .Imports 

F a ci1ita t e shurt-1e rm 

•f i narici ng 

C a n t r a 3. e x p e ri d i t u r e 

af e>!t:hange reserves 

A1 locate se arce 

resources 



I nsti-ument Furpose 

4. -Control of 'Anticipated Disbursements 

and foreign exchange licence;. 

Control movement of 

foreign exchange (sub-

ii. nvoicing, over- ---i nvoieing) 

5.. Foreign Exchange Insurance and - Facilitate f i n a n c i n g 

(SWAPS) Operations of banking system. 

— Increase Foreign exchange 

reserves by Central Bank 

43. Most of the above instruments are used simultaneous! y by the policy-

makers in an effort to re-establish equilibrium in di f f erent. markets., 

This means that without a minimum level of coordinati on among the public 

institutions, the risk of contradiction and confusion is greater. Under 

these conditions the price distorting policies have as a common cause a 

compie;; system of government. intervention that is not properly designed 

or implemented. According to the empirical research carried out by the 

world Bank in a large sample during the 1970's ' "Those countries with the 

worst distortions experienced significantly lower domestic savings and 

lower output per unit of investment, thus leading to slower growth". IS/ 

"I ti® above mentioned result gives a clear indication of the fundamental 

role that could play the economic planning by setting clear and few 

ubjectives within a well calculated system-of . pfolicy instruments. This 

s not a call for a bigger state with more intervention,, but on the 

contrary to draw attention to some matters related to the role of the 

state for overcoming institutional weaknesses that constrain the process 

of ad just merit and discourage the efficiency of the economy. 



D. The Promotion of Development and the St:ate Owned Enterprises 

44. To promote economic development with more restrictiuns and less 

degrees of manoeu.vering is not an easy task. However, these are the 

conditions in which almost all the Caribbean countries should have to 

perform their basic functions. Furthermore, the worsening of most of the 

economic and social indicators compel the state to establish a clear 

ranking of priorities. But before doing so any fundamental action starts 

with some institutional reforms to improve overall efficiency of public 

resour r.s management. 

4Ti» In connection with the above, the concept "size of • state" is 
i 

difficult to define because it implies and depends on many things 

simultaneously. In spite of this it would be useful to mention some 

criteria to appreciate that concept. On the one hand, it implies the 

state's contribution to the total production of goods and services. On 

the other hand, it signifies the proportion of public expendi tares or tax 

revenues to the Gross National Product. Finally, the conceptual size of 

the state if frequently associated with the level of market intervention 

and in that case it means the universe of controls and regulations for 

the allocation and redistribution of all kinds of resource's. 

46. From the above distinctions it follows that it is important, to know 

not only how much the state spends, how much the state invests and how 

much the state produces, but also how the state performs its functions 

and where the state allocates its resources. Depending on the answers 

given to the above questions, it is possible to know up to what extent 

the s i•:::• of the stae is consistent with its contribution to the national 

product. In other words, the concept in question could be i interpreted as 



an input/output relation between the public sector and the economy as a 

whole. But without knowing in advance the value of the relation it could 

be an error to judge the concept of intervention, moreover when the 

international comparisons induce to -false appreciations due to the 

dif f erertt productive structures and different- possibilities of 

participation in the market. 

4"7„ Undoubtedly, the role of the state in the production of goods and 

services is crucial for the promotion of development. However, where the 

controversy takes greater favour is in connection with the following 

p o i n t s 

(a) Weed for a clear definition of basic, production activities 

according to the criteria of strategic areas, priority areas and 

complementary areas. Departing from that classification will depend on 

the convenience of abandoning those activities that the private sector 

can carry out with greater efficiency. 

<b) Need for a clear setting up of economic and social objectives 

for each enterprise which implies a periodical review of priorities. 
t 

(c> Weed for a clear system . of control and evaluation in order to 

enable the government, to consolidate information on its public entities. 

This includes a control system on expenditures, investments, financing 

and overa11 performance with respect to the social and ecopomi c 

objectives. 

<d> Need for a clear system of- incentives within a comprehepsi ve 

decentralization framework to allow the public enterprises to c:opipete 

ore effectively with private firms and in this way to break the false 

separation between competitive performance and efficient, state pwned 

management 



49. Governai e nt: S are trying to introduce some kind of evaluating 

techniques that, could correct some o-f the problems experienced by public 

¿•-•nterpri ses. Inter alia and as an ill ustrati on • i t is appropri ate to 

a-.< ?nt i on t he foil owi ng 

A• "i"he S1 qna 1 1 .i nn 5yst.em for Eva 1 uat i nq Puhl i c lianuf actur i nq 
Ent er prises i n Pajki§t an. 

"9. in order to maintain performance and provi de incentives f or 

.riprcivtid management of its public enterprises a signalling system was 

i nt.roduced in 1983. The system consists of three? basic components s A 

management information system, a performance evaluation system; and a 

bonus salary system. 

50. The information system consists of a computerized file on the basis 

of standardised reports submitted every month by each snterprise. This 

report includes information on production, costs, salaries, inventories, 

profits, taxes, duties, revenues, employment., value added, productivity 

and prices. 

51» The performance evaluation system "consists of the negoti. ati on of 

annual targets for each enterprise before the beginning of each fiscal 

year and the evaluation of results at the end of the year the final 

objective is to define targets in terms of "public profits" which measure 

the difference between soci al costs and social benefits contri buted by a 

' i r in to the economy - that is, the difference between what a firm takes 

out and puts into an economy" . 16/ Accordingly, the per f or manco ¡:r i t or i on 

i s the result of a weighted average of private p r o f :i t abi .1 i t y, physi cal 

product i on , product i vi ty and energy con sump t i on . 



52. Finally, the bonus system is an incentive that works in the 

following way: The grades depend on the range of- weighted scores in a 

scale from A--E. Three months salary is paid to managers of firms that 

achieve Grade-:- A, two months -for Grade B, one month -for Grade C, half a 

month's salary for Grade D, and none for Grade E. "Bonuses are paid to 

all employees in man age? ri ¿<1 grades in a unit, but not to workers who 

currently are eligible for bonus payments under union contracts."17/ 

The Control of State Owned Enterprises in Brazil < T he S E ST System) 

53. The special secretariat for control of the state enterprises iSEST) 

was establi shed in 1979 in an attempt to make investment, expenditure and 

internal and external credit . programmes by state enterprises more 

compatible. These enterprises were previously controlled by the 

ministries under which they operated, but this did not help to achieve an 

adequate global consistency of the macro-econoirii c objectives with the 

many decisions adopted by those enterprises on prices, foreign exchange, 

internal and external indebtedness, employment, etc."13/ 

54. The SEST system comprises of a great variety of instruments for 
! 

achieving its basic objectives: among others, it is relevant to mention 

the following: (a) Each enterprise has to submit a budget proposal 

every year to SEST which in its turn proposes to the economic development 

council (CDE) the necessary modifications and ceilings an current 

expenditure, capital expenditure and sources of both internal and 

•••'xternal factors of production. In short, it is a balance between uses 

aid inputs and the outcome will reflect the state's contribution to 

enterprises or vice versa, (b) According to the SEST guidelines and on 



the basis of its report and the -final approval o-f the President of Brazil 

state enterprises may be created, expanded, abolished, more control led or 

their capital increased- In general, the SEST is primarily concerned 

with setting and enforcing firm-bv-firm ceilings, supervision of 

purchases and monitoring performance with agreed sanctions in the case of 

non—compI i ance.. 

55. In spite of some shortcomings and the need to improve trie system, a 

recent document mentions the following main positive results of the SEST 

systems ic> Creator compatibility between the expenditure programmes of 

the state-owned enterprises arid the government's macr oeconom t c targets 

(fiscal deficit, employment, wages and pricing policy): \c- » A better 

regulatory system and a more reliable financial information management, 

system. 1 ? /' 

C. Classical Mechanisms 

56. The classical mechanisms for monitoring state enterprises include a 

wide variety of systems that -depend on the political, economic, social 

and institutional environment of each country. In parti cular, the most 

common practices are the following: Boards- of Directors or Boards of 

Trustees which are made up of representatives outside the enterpri se wi th 

the purpose of establishing guidelines, policies and maintaining 

instructions;; spec i a I national institutions primarily concerned with the 

financial performance of the state enterprises particularly those in 

charge of basic public: services like drinking water supply, electricity, 

sewerage, public transportation, garbage collecting etc; setting up 

special decentralised institutions for the execution of sectoral policies 

at the level of health, education, tourism, housing, environment, natural 

resources, infrastructure, 



57. l'n Epi te of t h o s e good intentions the ideal condi t i qn s foi 

operating efficiently still need to be a c h i e v e d . The l a c k of manager i a 

rules and more i mp or tant. 1 y tlie basic lack of appropriate perfqrmancc 

evaluation systems have created more confusion to the concept o 

autonomy, in some cases this has led to a parallel decantralizei 

admi ni strati on .more expensive pirid more powerful than the central one 

without making any significant improvements in public sector efficienc-

:i n terms o f deregul ati on and reformulation of pol ici es. 20 / 

IV. General Overview of the Different Approaches to Planning 

A- The Administrative Planning Approach 

pQ, In a recent document prepared b y the Uni ted Nations Development 

programme 21/ the need for closing the gap between economic planning ant 

administrative planning in orde:r to achieve greater efficiency in t.h< 

pveral1 functioning of the public sector was emphasized, Tradi ti ona: 

planning gives marginal attention to the administrative variables under 

the assumption that the public apparatus is ' ready and capable o-i 

imp 1 ernept .i ng the plans and projects, but without recognising the. 

complexity of the bureaucratic apparatus,. At the same ti«\e the 

administration promotes changes and reforms without the necessary 

linkages with the global and sectoral linkages. If this is the case, 

both result in a useless exercise. 

59,. Based on past experience the planning system needs to take i ntr 

coi ¡si derat i on the administrative restrictions, incorporate those barrier:: 

in the formulation of the plans, weigh those constraints and in this wa-



predict, a more realistic, scenario. Simultaneously, the future plans need 

to make explicit their institutional demands at the global and sectoral 

:i-ivels as a precondition for a viable implementation of the technical 

proposals- It is not easy to understand the workings of putlic 

institutions and it is even more difficult to develop an economic policy 

through a complex chain of organisations that utilize different 

mechanisms for control and regulation. The situation is further 

aggravated when the concept of efficiency and performance is associated 

with the number of projects, actions or instructions stopped, delayed or 

simply ignored. Unfortunately, there have been examples of this in 

Caribbean countries. In short, the public administration, as the basic 

framework for state action, needs to be reformed in order to make the 

decisions adopted by the government more congruent and viable otherwise,, 

the efficiency of the planning process will suffer due to the lack of an 

appropriate administrative structure. 

E<. The Strategical Planning Approach 

60. Carlos Mat. us in his well known book "PI ani f i caci on de Si tuaci ones" 

22/ defines strategic planning as a dynamic process where there is a 

permanent interaction between political and economic viability. It is an 

attempt to integrate the economic plan and political plan where the 

v heoreti cal approach of the former takes into account the poll tica.i 

.-vet i or» of groups with their tactics and strategies. in this sense 

sr.onomic planning is conceived as an important part of political planning 

¡•licit requires also to be incorporated into the general theory of systems. 
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61. Traditional ILPES's literature about planning stresses -four basic 

•fi.inct.ions: Foresi qht -for reducing uncertainty; Art 1 cul at i on between means 

and goals; Cohesi on -for reducing diversion in the state action and 

finally, to achieve agreement among different people through 

parti cipation or concertât!on. However, more recently the discussions 

about strategic, planning have attracted a great attention in response to 

the social and economic crises. The governments are -facing market 

c-hi -ft s, uncertainties, more restrictions and an accelerated pace of 

techno!ogi cal change. Under these new conditions the public institutions 

need to respond quicker and more effectively by experi menting with new 

modalities in their modus operandi. 

62. Bearing in mind the above ideas i'Jagy Hanna recogni ses in the 

evaluation of strategic planning four major stages: 

(a) Financial planning (management by budgetary control) 

(b) Long range planning (management by extrapul at. i on ; improved forecast 
ng. 

<c) Strategic planning (management by strategic analysis and 

pos i t i on i n g) 

id) Strategic management (management by widespread strategic 

thinking, we'll defined strategic framework, effectively communicate 

vision and strategy and strong culture). In this evaluation "strategic 

planning" is seen as a modality to influence "position" in the market by 

provideng strategic criteria for resource allocation, by examining the 

-..:on tributi on to growth and welfare of each enterprise in the light of i t 

-.: •: o m pet. i ti ve p o s i t i o n « i n d by concentrating t h eir res o i >. r c e s o n t h e m o s t 

promising activities and to withdraw resources from old and • less 

productive ones. The functioning of this new style requires an adequate 
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1 eve I of decentral isatiun, an operative iri-formatiori system and an active 

incentive structure to stimulate innovation, "creativity" and "capabi1i ty 

tran «formation"23/ 

63. In the context of "Strategic Planning" the idea of capability 

transformation "implies a discontinuous departure from hi stori cal 

behaviour". To ensure an optimal transition to the new capability, the 

process of change is managed in a way that anticipates, minimises and 

controls resistance. As a first step in managing change, a prelimi nary 

analysis is conducted in the nature of change in capability needed to 

support the strategy. The result of this analysis is a "readiness 

assessment11 or a "resi stance map." Using this map, measures can be taken 

> to build a supportive environment and to eliminate unnecessary resistance 

that may be due to m i sc on c: ep t i. on s and fear. 24/ 

. In closing, the above mentioned i deas about strategic planning show 

that improvements in public sector efficiency not only depend on a well 

designed strategy, but also require an adequate managerial environment 

with greate r d re ci si o n ••- m a k i n g decentral is at i o n arid fie x i b 1 e i n f o r m a t i o n 

and monitor! [¡g systems for further ref ormul. at i. on of policies in 

consultation with the economic agents. 

C- The Project Planning Approach 

65. During the 1960's and 1970's the Planning Agencies started to 

change the traditional practice of. planning in response to its failures 

and unsucce5 = ful results. That trend led to a "project pI arm ing 

approach" where the most important task consisted of identifying a set of 

projects sec tor---by sector and from that exercise to out line the nat i on a I 
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investment programme- In this respect most of the "blueprints" included 

a global analysis, a list. of projects and the est i mated budgetary 

allocations tor implementation. 

66. The new modification brought about some preciseness to the state 

adtion. It was a positive tendency towards the establishment of 

priorities and a further step for improving the efficiency of public 
t 

investment and resource use. Most of the governments benefited from the 

er'eat.i on of sound and viable local institutions to oversee not only the 

organisation management policies and procedures, but also the whole array 

•:,t factors and problems during the implementation and operation of the 

projects. 

67.. In spite of the progress achieved the overall performance of the 

"project approach" has not been easy. Among others, it. is useful to 

mention the following shor t'.comi ngss 

(a) Lack of institutional and manpower capacity to identify, 

apprai se* evaluate and implement specific project proposals, 

(b) Lack in providing1 counterpart financing for projects. 

(c) Lack of supervi si on-of the ongoing projects at the national and 
s 

regional levels.. 

6d. In addition to the above-mentioned problems, the project, planning 

approach overemphasised the micro level, without having a comprehertsi ve 

global f r amewor k for establishing the necessary links and relationships 

among i nterdepenrfent or complementary projects. As a result many 

count.ri es faced a situation of fragmentation, dispersion and 

r.dncentration on short-term rather than long-term results. At the same 

time the administrative diff.icult.iesi of dealing adequately with a large 

number of projects imposed severe administrative constraints for 
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evaluati ng and monitoring expenditure and performance. • 
f 

69. Some governments have established small central project, units 

within the Ministries of Planning with major emphasis on the financial 

viability of the overall programme; To gain efficiency in the ox ecutt a on 

of the public investment programmes; to judge technical, financial and 

economic viability of major projects; and at most to evaluate the 

consistency of the programme-? with the countries devel opment pricrit.ips. 

Sue!) criteria follow the guidelines adopted by the Inter-Amer i can 

De-veJ opment Bank , the World Bank or the L.MST (Li 111 e--M:i rr I ees-Squi re -

n dor Tak) methodology provided by UN I DO and the DECP., 25/26/ 

In principle these techni ques assume that no two projects are 

alike; each has its own contribution to development objectives and is 

expected to be economically, technically and financially sound. In this 

regard, each project, is passed through a project cycle which with some 

variations includes the following phase?,: Identification prep a rat i on, 

appraisal, presentation, implementation, supervision and evaluation. 

70. In the I i ght of this it is .important to quote the following "If 

properly executed, the project. planning process is lengthy ar>d time 
r 

consuming since it .involves the i dent i f i cat i on of worthwhile project 

ideas on which pre-f easi bi .1 i t.y studies, before the project is deemed to 

be worthy of implementation.. However, if this process is car r i eel out 

systematically it should be possi ble to assign different degrees of 

n r i c r i t y t o p r o j e c t s in a c: c o r d a n c e w i t h their" d i f f e rin g a b i 1 i. t y t o 

.roi-trj bute to the national economic: object! ves. 27/ 

71, In the case of the small Caribbean countries it is important to 

mention that the absorptive capacity is limited by recipient planning and 

implementation capability,. So the project planning approach needs to 



develop more flexible procedures and implementation mechanisms. It is 

necessary to concentrate scarce resources in key areas in connection with 

a well defined arid properly identified macr oeconomi c policy framework 

within which projects can make a positive contribution. 

D. The Sectoral Planning Approach 

72. Because of the challenges faced by governments to achieve certain 

goals at. the sectoral level - health, education, housing, etc, and 

because of the need to coordinate certain policies like? tourism, 

environment, trade, energy, etc., a path was chosen which apparently 

delegated to different ministers responsibility in the design, execution 

and evaluation of their respective plans, programmes and projects. 

73. In the case of most countries with published plans, the sectoral 

policies and programmes were supposed to be written in consultation with 

the central office and according to the priorities and objectives stated 

by the contrai government. However, in the small Caribbean countries the 

absence of insufficiently experienced personnel capable of undertaking 

economic development planning and promotion at the central level has 

determined that the basic planning functions- are currently carried out. by 

the respective ministries. This is certainly the situation with the 

exception of -Jamaica and to some extent Barbados. 

71. The sectoral planning approach can be'seen as an improvement or as 

<•'.• further step towards a. higher stage of Maturity in.the sense that once 

the countries have the appropriate technical staff with suitable 

quaii f i cat i ons in planning, the central planning agencies are able to 

eJ egate basic functions to other ministries. But this remains to be 
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implemented in the case of most Caribbean countries. In most cases the 

central planning agency is located within the Ministry of Finance or 

reports to the Minister who has responsibility -for that portfolio, but in 

general, the i nter-i net i tut i onal linkages tend to be weak. Referring to 

this, Reid stated "To summarize, the current activities of the Planning 

Agencies of the seven LDCs seem to lack a consistent focus and direction. 

No attempt seems to have been made to draw up action programmes in basic 

planning activities within which the operations of the agencies could be 

organired. Relationships with executive ministries tend to be weak which 

see<rs to restrict their capabi 1 ity to formulate and implement national 

programmes for the promotion of the development of their economies. 28/ 

75. The effectiveness of a sectoral planning approach in contributing 

to tii!? hotter over a 11 allocation of resources depends in no small measure 

on the level of coordination and contribution to the objectives and 

pr i i»ri ti es stated in the national plan or strategy. The contribution to 

the achiovement of national goals requires from the various ministries a 

decentralised, but coordinated system of decision making. The plans of 

those bodies should be well assembled and should be in tune with the 

national strategy .if minimum success is to be achieved. 

E. The Regional Planning Approach 

76. The roots of regional planning may be found at three centrally 
« 

I o c a i e d p o s i t i o n s s 

<i) At the political level, regional planning is conceived as a 

process of dec. en t r al i z at i on , delegation of functions or democratic 

part i c ipat i on in d ec i s i on—ma k i ng. 29/ 
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(i i) At the economic level, the arguments in favour of. regional 

planning are related to a balanced spatial distribution of population 

within the countries, a more efficient exploitation of natural or energy 

resources or generally, to avoid economic and demographic concentration 

in the capitals or metropolitan areas. 

iiii) At the institutional level, regional planning is u.ncier stood as 

an instrument of integration deeply rooted in the interests and problems 

of the regions instead of being characterized as a tool by the central 

author i t i. es. 

77. In the implementation of these regional objectives, the phenomenon 

of hierarchy raises a further issue of great significance for the 

analysis of state action; that of centralisation and d er: en t r a 1 i z at i on . 

The terms sound simple, their meaning obvious, but. as soon as governments 

try to formulate precisely how they differ, a great degree of complexity 

becomes apparent. It. is clear also that real economic systems contain a 

¡"•lend of centralized and decentralized structures of authority. 

Depending on these structures, the effectiveness of the regional 

institutions vary considerably and there are no examples of "isomorphism" 

between the structure of production relationships, the or g an i z at i on a .1 

structure and the structure? of outcomes desi red. " Isomer phi sm"m?ans a 

state in which shapes of structures fit. each other snugly, as a glove in 

hand. For this reason, it is necessary to make a distinction between two 

Minds of regional decentralisation: 

(a) Apparent administrative decentralization, where the top level 

delegates supervisory tasks to lower ones, but does not grant them any 

autonomy and real decision-making decentralization, where institutions, 

agencies or enterprises receive a greater leeway to make decisions on 
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•cbei r own. 

78. With some- exceptions, most. of the Latin American and Caribbean 

countries exercise a kind of apparent admini strati ve d ecent r a1i 2 at i on 

where the planning office merely decentralizes; the decisions adopted 

central . 1 y. Under real decentralization of decisi on—making the 

institutions acquire a certain degree of i ndependence and autonomy. 

7?. Additionally, the concept of resource allocation for balanced 

rf?giona] oevel opment has to ' bear in mind the forces inherent in any 

mixed—economy. On the one hand, the private sector allocates its 

resources according to the principle of profitability which in turn is 

strongly influenced by the economics of scale of metropolitan areas based 

on access to mass consumption and the reliable supply of i nputs for the 

product!on of gods and services. The market in this case provi des 

incentives for polarization and concentration in the large cities. But 

on the other hand, the state as regulator of the economic process and 

producer of goods exerts through its strategic actions some measures for 

industrial dispersion and the opening of new alternati ves for 

i ridustr i. al 1 ocat i on and re-enforcement of regional autonomy within a 

! iOr riiat i ye b i as t owar ds r eg i ana .1 i z at i on and ci ec: entr a 1 i z at i on . 

80., The current procedures and methods for dealing with regional 

•planning, accord! ng to a recent study on seven national cases which are 

the most significant examples of planning mechanisms and institutional 

structures are the following!; 

(a) Fiscal funds and tax incentives for new and needed industries 

•oca ted in the medium size cities. 

<b> Sectoral investment funds and land use controls.. 
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( c ) Free 2 ones and :i ndustr i a I par k s. 

id) Credit support to small industries and -fiscal exempt i on s to 

regi onal i nvestment. 

<e) Strengthening of municipal financing structure«? and f :• or it i s •>••• 

pi ans for the settlement of the population in the inner spac-"-. 

( •!'•} National commissions for regional ¡^vsl • •! • ¡••on 1. ar-d 

: i:<;-\ or- • • >. \ i on o f the countr i es accor •' i rig to their ;..-c-r1' !•. v : Btfuc ¡:un. 

•. vr- nniuidi resoiircos fjnDOWiiit-nt , 

'\j> '..and di st'-i bu t i on and particular] y rural agrarian r ef orms 30/ 
1 '¡"hs? policy instruments described gives a sufficient idea of the 

purpoirt-7 sought by the author it less that is, employment generation? 

expl oi tat i on of available resources, mitigation of rural urban migration 

and a d-i ff ©rent allocation of public and private investments for the aim 

of balanced development. However, .in spite of efforts in the conclusions 

of an ECLAC/UNCHS paper it is clearly stated that " metr opol i t i 2 at :i on , à 

centralization of .investment and concentration of population are still 

outstanding features of the region's development" 31/ In fact, this 

conclusion is a reflection that after twenty years of pi arming 

experience, there is still a wide disparity between the official line and 

the real forces leading the process of decentralization„ Planners have 

periodically neglected the interest of corporations and the conditions of 

the market.., By functioning in that, way regional planning has considered 

those factors as exogenous data. On the contrary, what is expected is 

that. the plauis should be an instrument. for matching the economic 

viability of projects and programmes with their political viability.. 

ih:is aim implies a permanent process of consultation and interaction 



among different groups in order to be sure that the technical and the 

political proposals have a minimum level of incompatibility. 

G. The Svsterna.tic PI anninq, Approach 

82. The concept of "system" imp J. .i ess the opposite of the practice t<: 

study parts in isolation. "It explicitly entails emphasis on potential 

interactions among all the parts that are perceived or distinguished" 32/ 

By working on the theory that concept planners have different 

approaches, one group argues that the most efficient systems approach 

( ons:ists in .identifying the key area problems or bottlenecks and to face 

them with specific actions and tools 55/ In that way the inefficiency 

will be reduced or eliminated. A second group favours the use of science 

for devel opi ng models that attempt to describe the interactions anc! 

relationships of a system. Thus, the theoretical model building is an 
:nterpretation of the "real world" and generally the sciences employed 

are mathematics, computer science, economics, or behavioural science like 

psychology or sociology 54/• a third group has a strong humani sti c 

influence and associates the system with persons and consequently the 

first task con si Fit s of observing the human -values like liberty, dignity;, 

•Sspi rat :i oris, motivations and personal perceptions of the world,, 35/ 

In the first two systems the approach to policy making and planning 

the attention is concentrated in the inter—relationships and thei r 

csults, but assuming ex—ante the kind of flows that will arise.. The 

:ii ff icul ty with this methodology is the idealism in establishing tho 

estr i ct :i ons that impede the proper functioning of those flows. In that 

-cenario there are no real actors with specific interest and conditions 
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and due to the problem of- disaggregation the society or the economy 

interpreted in the plan is an hoiDocjeneous entity that, should follow s 

linear path of development. 

84. At. this point, and in the .light of the purpose of this paper, it 

can be assumed the system-based methodology for real world problem 

solving :i s a useful tool for a global description of the economy and for 

a better understanding of the complex system of -feedback prevailing in 

any society. From the planning perspective it is important, to understand 

• how an output, of a process flows back and i. s utilized within that process 

as an input. This information allows the planners to prepare a better 

analysis in the "blueprints" for clearer problem identification and 

solving., thus providing a clearer insight of the relationship between the 

e c o n o m i c v a r i a b I e s. 36/ H o w e v e r , w i t h t. he s y s t e m s p 1 a n n i n g a p p r a a c h 

there is a risk that the economic system will be seen as a "Black Box" in 

which some changes of input into output are achieved without, apprppri ate 

cause-effect explanations (Bee Graph 1) 
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Braph 1 

The Systems Planning liethodoloqy 

Inmcts Processes Output's 

a/ Refers to the relation between input and output (increasing, 

decreasi ng, constant returns of scale) 

b/ Refers to the level of success (failure) in achieving the objectives. 



VI. Final Consi derat i oris 

85. Bearing in mind the preceding discussion, the -following 

conclusions emerge -from the analysis. It must be recognized that 

planning as a tool -for the maximum use o-f resources is still, in the 

process o-f adjustment, of its analytical techniques and methods to the new 

complexities of economic changes. Also, it seems to be more useful to 

recognize its weaknesses and limitations than to repeat the same mistakes 

of the past. It is there-fore essential for the planners to -formulate 

innovative approaches rather than ones based on hypothetical 

methodologies that cannot. improve the situation. First, by looking at 

the different approaches it is worth remembering the need -for a more 

ef ficient institutional pattern of government, decision making machinery. 

The current, institutional weakness in most of the Caribbean countries 

does not provide an adequate environment for the promotion of the reforms 

needed to copE? with economic adjustment issues. Second,with respect to 

the current policy framework, the planning bodies are best placed to 

produce an optimum relationship between the resources available, the 

objectives established and the instruments used. On the one hand, the 

diagnosis needs to be consistent with institutional, administrative and 

political obstacles, while on.the other hand, the policies outlined need 

to clearly express the kind of instruments arid mechanisms selected for 

their implementation. Finally, the objectives also need to be pragmatic 

and realistic and should be confined to sectors and groups of high 



Caribbean countries could learn from this review of- planning 

approaches and public management experiences and so promote now flexible 

and strategical methods that would be more suitable and appropri ate for 

the specific circumstances existing in the region. 



TABLE 1 

Growth Rate Per Annum of Some Aggregates 
for the OECS Countries 

1974-1984 

STATES POP Y c R c E c X M B0T 

Antigua 1.58 12.72 15.85 12.40 1.86 12.36 -18.03 

Dominica 1.06 12.98 13.76 14.10 15.08 14.28 -13.76 

Grenada 0.90 18. 30 17.48 13.42 11.17 15.88 -19.40 

Montserrat 0.16 15.61 15.35 14.26 7.5.60 17.49 -16.14 

St. Kitts-
Nevis 0.01 9.90 7.87 15.45 10.92 14.29 -24.74 

St. Lucia 1.72 13.50 14.39 18.66 16.14 13.76 -15.08 

St. Vincent 3.51 15.08 17.95 17.30 24.74 15.75 - 8.89 

OECS 1.62 13. 76 15.48 15.35 12.46 14.02 -16.14 

SOURCE: Annual Statistical Digests of the Member States of the OECS. 

POP: Population 
Y : Gross Domestic Product c 
R : Current Revenue c 
Ec : Current Expenditures 
X : Exports - . c 
M : Imports 
DOT: Balance of Trade 



TABLE 1 

Annual Growth Rates of Per Capita Variables 

and Population for OECS as a Unit, 1974-1984 

o (Year to Year Growth) 

YEAR Y P R P E P X P M P POP 

1974-75 11.12 10.37 15.53 11.56 7.16 2.45 

1975-76 10.01 17.29 16.07 19.17 14.07 1. 74 

1976-77 14.10 13.46 3.67 4.13 16.66 1.07 

1977-78 17.54 12.43 8. 72 19.21 19.14 1.16 

1978-79 15.06 38.48 30.33 1. 40 15.24 1.13 

19 79-80 23. 76 11.43 17.69 16.06 31.41 : .84 

1980-81 13.96 10.26 15.69 17.56 11.97 -.06 

1981-82 6.40 9.01 10.88 -3.80 -2.18 2.24 

1982-83 3.38 11.52 12. 74 11.05 12.45 3.16 

1983-84 6.61 8.63 4.63 12.56 4. 76 2.58 

19 74-84 12.20 13. 76 13.50 10.66 12.46 1.62 

SOURCE: Annual Statistical Digests of the Member States of the OECS 
See, "Fiscal Performance and Fiscal Capacity in the Organization of 
Eastern Caribbean States (OECS) Member States" by S.B. Jones-Hendrickson, 
November 1985. 

Y = GDP per capita 
R^ = Current revenue per capita 
Ep = Current expenditure per capita 
X = Exports per capita 
M = Imports per capita 
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TABLE 3 

Measures of Openness for the Caribbean Countries 

i 

Country Exports of Imports of Country 
Goods and Services Goods and 
as % GDP Services as % 

of GDP 

MDCs 42.9 48.5 

Bahamas 84.0 64.7 
Barbados 70.0 70.8 
Guyana 61.8 85.4 
Jamaica 40.2 53.1 
Trinidad and Tobago 31.4 38.4 

LDCs 

Belize 53.1 75.3 

OECS 55.9 86.2 

Antigua and Barbuda 72.8 89.6 
Dominica 39.3 66.5 
Grenada 34.8 74.7 
Montserrat 34.3 71.0 
St. Kitts and Nevis 64.3 108.0 
St. Lucia 61.3 94.8 
St. Vincent and the Grenadines ' 70.4 95.2 
Anguilla 
British Virgin Islands 
Cayman Islands 

100.0 Turks and Caicos Islands 38.0 100.0 

SOURCE: Derived from Tables 4 and 6 



TABLE 4 

Se lected Economic. Indicators Ott CDB's. Borrowing Member Countries 

Country 

MDCs (Total/Average) 
Bahamas 
Barbados 
Guyana 
Jamaica 

Trinidad and Tobago 

IPCs(Tota l/Average) 

Belize 

O E C S (Total/Average) 
Antigua and Barbuda 
Dominica 
Grenada 
Montserrat 
St. Kitts andNevis 
St. Lucia 
SI. Vincen! and the 

Grenadines 
Anguilla 
British Virgin Islands 
Cayman Islands 
Turks and Caicos Islands 

Total/Average 
(All Countries) 

Area 

245.895 
13,942 

431 
214,970 

11,424 
5,123 

26,783 
22,960 

2.910 
440 
750 
345 
1Q2 
269. 
616 

38S 

ai 
150 
260 
417 

272,683 

7.9 

5.490.6 

2.2 

1.7 

Annua! Annual 

Midyear 
Rateot Unemployed Changein 

Midyear Population Labour Labour Consumer 
Population Increase Force Force Prices 

1383 1980*1933 1983 1983 1933 
COOO) (%) Cooo) <%) ( % ) ' 

4,725.4 1.7 1,930.4 13.3 
223.6 2.2 96.4 4.1 
251.2 0.3 112.6 14.9 5.2 
813.6 0.9 279.1 15.0 

2,287.7 1.6 999.8 26.4 11.6 
1,1-9.3 1.6 442.5 11.1 16.7 

765.2 1.4 
154.1 2.0 6.0 
565.0 1,2 208.4 3.7 

78.1 1.3 30.1 21.0 1.7 
81.3 1.0 31.3 4.1 

108.8 0.6 39.2 7.0 
1T.7 Q.3 5.1 5.2 4.2 
44.6 0.1 16.2 3.4 

126.6 1-.7 45.5 1.5 

113.9. 1.6 41.0 5.5 
6.7 (0.5) 2.3 

12.6 1.3 4.9 
18.9 3.8. 

Annual' 
Change in 

Money 
Supply (Ml) 

1983 
(%)_ 

7.4-

12.5 
11.6 
16.5 

4.5 
( 8 . 1 ) 

7.6 

4.5 

31.4 
0.5 

15.8. 

1-.6 

17.6 

GDP at 
Current 
Market 
Prices 
T933 
(Sm) 

15.082.9 
1.665.2 
1.055.0 

485.0 
3.493.6 
8.384.1 

175.9 
613.3 
1 1 6 . 6 . 

78.5 
115.9 

29.4 
4 3 T 

138.8 

90.4 

2 8 . 1 

GDP Per 
Capita at 

Current 
Prices 
1983 
(S) 

3,192 
7.447 
4.200 

596 
1,527 
7.558 

1,13:1 
1,085 
1,493 

966 
1,065 
2.513 

980 
1,096 

79.4 

3.557 

Note: The indicators have been prepared frem information furnished to COB by the Statistical Offices and other Government Agencies 
in the countries, International Organisations and C D B ' s estimates. Data for 1983 are, in some instances, preliminary. 

SOURCE: Caribbean Development Bank, Annual Report 1984 



TABLE 5 

Selected E c o n o m i c Indicators on C D B ' s Borrowing Member Countr ies 

Rate Value Value Value Value Value Gross 
of Growth Added in Added in Added in Added in Domestic Domestic 

in GDP Agriculture Mining Manufacturing Construction Investment Savings 
1981-S3 as % GOP as % GDP as % GOP as % GDP as % GDP as % GDP 

Country <°.) 1981-83 1931-83 1981-33 1981-83 1981-83 1981-83 

M D C s (Total Average) (0.4) 5.S 19.1 9.2 11.1 16.5 11.4 

Bahamas 1.2 4.9 9.2 3.8 3.3 10.0 29.9 
Barbados (2.1) 7.1 0.8 12.5 7.2 23.1 18.5 
Guyana (10.6) 27.1 5.8 11.1 8.1 25.9 2.7 
Jamaica (0.9) 11.4 6.8 18.1 8.1 21.8 9.1 
Trinidad and Tobago > (1.8) 2.4 29.3 6.1 14.2 14.1 8.3 

L D C s (Total/Average) 

Belize (0.1) 22.3 0.3 13.6 8.7 24.3 2.0 

O E C S (Total/Average) 2.0 17.4 0.7 8.2 8.6 38.2 3.1 

Antigua and Barbuda 1.9 7.6 0.6 4.9 8.2 43.9 8.2 
Dominica 3.8 . 29.9 0.9 6.7 8.4 30.2 (1-6) 
Grenada 2.2 26.1 0.0 2.7 6.7 35.6 (1-8) 
Montserrat 1.5 4.8 0.8 6.0 10.1 34.6 (11.3) 
St. Kitts and Nevis (1.7) 21.3 0.2 19.7 3.4 25.9 (14.0) 
Si. Lucia 2.2 14.8 1.3 9.9 9.9 47.5 10.5 
St. Vincent and the 

Grenadines 3.3 17.3 0.4 12.5 11.9 32.3 7.9 

Anguilla 
British Virgin Islands 
Cayman Islands 
Turks and Caicos Islands 11.9 3.6 0.6 20.8 50.3 9.7 

Total/Average 

(All Countr ies) 

N O T E : The indicators have been prepared from information furnished to C D B by the Statistical Offices and other Government Agencies 
in the countries, International Organisations and C D B ' s estimates. Data for 1983 are. in some instances, preliminary. 

SOURCE: Caribbean Development Bank, Annual Report 1984 



TABLE 1 

Selected E c o n o m i c Indicators on -CDB's Borrowing Member Countries 

Central 
Central Central Government Central Central Central 

Government Government Current Government Government Government 
Current Current Account Capital Overall Domestic 

Revenue Expenditure Surplus Expenditure Deficit Financing 
as % GDP as % GDP as % GDP as % GOP as % GDP as % GDP 

Country 1983 1983 1983 1983 1983 1983 

MDCs (Total/Average) 2S.8 31.3 (2.5) 12.9 15.3 9.9 

Bahamas ' ' 17.4 17.6 (0.2) 4.6 4.6 4.5 
Barbados 25.5 23.0 2.5 6.0 3.5 1.6 
Guyana 41.2 46.4 (5.2) 22.2 27.4 10.3 
Jamaica 25.3 35.9 (10.6) 14.5 25.0 7.0 
Trinidad and Tobago 32.3 34.0 (1.6) 13.2 11.5 10.4 

L D C s (Total/Average) 

Belize 28.1 24.8 3.3 4.4 1.1 0.4 

O E C S (Total/Average) 29.0 31.5 (2.5) 8.0 10.4 2.3 

Antigua and Barbuda 24.8 31/1 (6.3) 4.0 9.1 2.7 
Dominica 31.6 31.7 (0.1) 17.2 17.3 (0.1) 
Grenada 25.9 25.1 0.8 9.2 8.4 3.4 
Montserrat 29.9 26.5 3.4 5.4 2.0 (1-5) 
St. Kitts and Nevis 40.6 49.3 (8.7) 10.5 19.1 9.0 
St. Lucia 28.2 30.8 (2.6) 9.4 12.0 1.7 
St. Vincent and the 

Grenadines 31.9 33.7 (1.8) 3.0 4.8 1.3 

Anguilla 
British Virgin Islands 
Cayman Islands ... 
Turks and Caicos Islands 36:6 35.4 1.2 11.2 10.0 1.5 

Total/Average (All Countries) 

Note: The indicators have been prepared Irom information furnished to C D B by the Statistical Offices and other Government Agencies 
in the countries. International Organisations and C D B ' s estimates. Data for 1933 are. in some instances, preliminary. 

SOURCE: Caribbean Development Bank, Annual Report 1984 
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Se lected E c o n o m i c Indicators on C D S ' s Borrowing Member Countr ies 

Ratio of 
- Debt ser-

Debt vice to 
Change In Outstanding Interest Service Exports 

Exports of Imports of Current Reserves (Disbursed Payments on Payments on of Goods 
Goods and Goodsand Tourist Account ( ) = External External External and 

Services Services Expenditure Balance Increase Public Debt Public Oebt Public Oebt Services 
1983 1983 1983 1983 1983 1983 1983 1983 1983 

Country (Sm) (Sm) (Sm) (Sm) (Sm) (Sm) (Sm) (Sm) (Sm) 

M D C s (Total/Average) 6,476.9 7,313.5 1,620.4 (1,524.4) 1,131.3 

Bahamas 1,399.4 1,076.9 730.0 (51.8) (8.5) 162.0 25.0 0.1 
Barbados 738.7 747.4 251.6 (42.0) 11.5 172.7 36.6 5.0 
Guyana 299.7 414.3 4.2 (158.1) (4.6) 
Jamaica 1,406.5 1,855.4 409.6 (288.6) 279.7 1,643.0 373.0 26.5 
Trinidad and Tobago > 2.632.6 3,219.5 225.0 (983.9) 903.2 739.3 207.8 7.9 

L D C s (Total/Average) . . . 314.1 . . . 
Belize 93.5 132.5 8.0 (19.0) 6.7 70.2 4.1 7.6 8.1 

O E C S (Total/Average) 343.2 529.2 157.5 (99.7) 0.4 239.1 5.6 13.4 3.9 

Antigua and Barbuda 84.9 104.5 51.2 (25.9) 0.2 80.0 0.6 1.9 2.2 
Dominica 30.9 52.2 4.7 (7.8) 0.0 33.2 0.8 1.2 3.9 
Grenag£ 40.3 86.6 26.3 (15.0) 0.4 48.4 1.2 1.9 4.7 
Montserrat 10.1 20.9 6.0 (4.3) 0.0 2.7 0.2 0.2 2.0 
St. Kitts and Nevis 28.2 47.2 9.7 (10.3) 0.0 11.6 0.7 0.7 2.5 
St. Lucia 85.1 131.7 41.4 (29.2) 0.0 42.3 6.1 5.1 2.2 
St. Vincent and the 

Grenadines 63.7 " 86.1 18.2 (7.2) (0.2) 20.9 1.4 1.4 2.2 

Anguilla 2.9 
British Virgin Islands 81.5 
Cayman Islands 59.2 
Turks and Caicos Islands 10.7 28.1 5.0 

Total/Average 

(All Countries) 1,934.5 .. • ... 

Note: The indicators have been prepared from information furnished to C D B by the Statistical Offices and other Government Agencies in the countries, 
International Organisations and C D B ' s estimates. Data for 1983 are, in some instances, preliminary. 

SOURCE: Caribbean Development Bank, Annual Report 1984 
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